
The specifics of J. Lynn Campbell’s work – her fluid movement between
materials – mirror an engagement with the movement of thought, the ways
in which images contain knowledge and the illusions both material and 
ideological that not only inform her work but are at its core. Exhibitions in
general deal with the moment, the work at hand, but for most artists, and in
particular a senior artist like Campbell, their exhibitions are not of the now,
not works in isolation, but part of a continuum of thoughts and ideas. And
so it is with this current exhibition, subjective body.

“With this work I drew on my interest in symbology and architecture. 
The three entrances of a cathedral, one of the principle structures 
of western society, symbolize faith, hope, and charity.” — JLC

I first encountered J. Lynn Campbell’s
installation work Faith (1990-1991) at the
Kitchener/Waterloo Art Gallery in 1995. As
with all her work before and since, I have
wanted to seek what was beneath the object
she created. Faith is a series of fifty-five inter-
locking units composed of Greek crosses and
T modules. This structure within a structure
is a work ripe with latent possibilities, not 
of what it as an object will do but what we
viewers will experience as a result of our

interaction with the work. 
In Faith, Campbell overlaps the crosses, and the ancient symbol of the

swastika emerges where the units/modules touch. These are ancient sym-
bols that carry the baggage of a complex history. Lévi-Strauss suggests that
the effectiveness of symbols “is determined by the formally homologous
structures, built out of different materials at different levels of life – organic
processes, unconscious mind, rational thought.”1 Symbols – the reading of
symbols and metaphors – are related to the maker/viewer. 

In her artist’s statement for the Kitchener/Waterloo exhibition, Campbell
asked “What is the significance of these symbols and how do they relate to
faith?” – questions that she addresses time and again. This faith that Campbell
refers to is not based on any organizational representation of faith; hers is not
a narrow definition. These works and what they symbolize are connected
with our imagination, the unconscious, the spirit, and with our expectations
of objects. You can only take from these encounters as much as you are 
prepared to give. You are implicitly requested to give your faith, your desire
for change and transformation. 

Crucially, Campbell’s Faith asks you to commune with yourself. There is
no vague spirit world to tap into for enlightenment, only the latent incor-
poreal energy of the self, a self looking for a spiritual exchange. The experience
of contact or contemplation in these works is defined by our own history
and experience. We see this time and again throughout her work: self-
reflection and an offering to the viewer to participate in these reflections.

“Faith is needed to suspend disposition, and it is through faith 
that temporality and contradictions are resolved.” — JLC

She arrives at this place, a very postmodern place, through an un-post-
modern approach. Prior to the mid-1980s, art was judged by standards in
which beauty was paramount, in which aesthetic considerations created 
systems of value. But in a postmodern era, our culture is no longer geared to
create and appreciate beauty – except in a most fleeting and superficial way.
Power and capital in the present day have passed beyond consideration of
quality or cultural worth. But not for Campbell: she understands the nature
of beauty and its power, its power to transform and engage.

For Campbell, her use of and way of working with materials – her
process – is a vital part of both her experience and the viewer’s. In Faith we
see these beginnings, the act of process as a means of engagement. In Offering,
that journey continues with emphasis on repetitions and meticulous labour,
and reaches its zenith in Model No. 8 (Extensions No. 1) and Extensions No. 4
(headdress), in which the process transcends itself and becomes an element
outside the act of making art. 

“Much of my work is about process. This particular process of wrapping
has the deliberate intent of slowly following the contour of an object, 
making one aware of every detail and the time it takes to be conscious 
of such details. The process becomes meditative.” — JLC

In Offering, Campbell ceaselessly wraps branches, pieces of driftwood
and beaver cuts using brass wire. Is this an act of necessary labour or of
penance? I saw Offering in its first incarnation at Workscene Gallery (1993).
I walked up a grubby stairway, into a large room, and then around a corner
into a smaller inner space, where this installation lay on the floor. I stopped,
and my breath went away. For a moment I was transported to another time:
medieval or Renaissance. To a place where earthbound tokens spelled out,
even to the uninitiated, the glory of their respective deities.

But this was no altar to any god or deity, just a pile of wire-wrapped
wood. But what a breathtakingly beautiful pile of wire and wood. At The
Library & Gallery in Cambridge (1997) Campbell’s use of the same wrapped
elements, but with the addition of a table and four inscribed benches, trans-
formed Offering. With this installation Campbell continued the dialogue
that she started in Faith on the relationship between symbols and a con-
scious inner spiritual life. 

“Offering or sharing is a way of giving thanks for what we have received.
This sculptural installation, and the process involved to complete the work,
was for me a way to explore how we receive and give during the course 
of understanding our conscious existence.” — JLC

One of the criticisms often leveled at contemporary artwork is that it
implies insufficient time in making and absence of craft in the finished
work. This can never be said of Campbell’s work, because the wrapping and
the braiding – and the knowledge of the wrapping and the braiding – is as
important as the finished work. One is aware of the act of making, and of its
performative energy. 

Umberto Eco defined openness of art in terms of its explicit levels of
“ambiguity,” a result of the work having breached established or expected
conventions of expression, thereby leading to a greater number of interpre-
tive possibilities. He goes on to say that the work must have its own self-
reflexive and “poetic” structure; that while there is a dynamic interpretive
exchange between the work and the audience, the work must have its 
own autonomy and self-sufficiency as a sign.2 Time and again we see this 
openness/ambiguity in Campbell’s work. The process is what leads to this
openness/ambiguity. 

In her exhibition Symbol-Process-Provocation it is noteworthy that “Process”
is a part of the title. The process is one of the defining elements, a process
that stands outside the making of the works; a process in which the use of
materials (stitching of and into wire mesh) also informs the content of the
work. This “process,” this “self-sufficiency as a sign,” is both a strength and
weakness of Campbell’s work. It is possible for the viewer to be seduced by
the beauty of the work and stand outside it. But for the viewer whose breath
is taken away and who then steps back to engage fully with the totality 
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OFFERING (1993)
(installation detail)

found tree branches and 
roots, 24-gauge brass wire 

photo: alex neumann

MODERN MODEL FORMS #8 
(1998-2001) dressmaker’s form,
found feathers, metallic paint 

(stabilized metal alloy base, 
cu/zn), brass wire, staples, 

dressmaker’s tempered-steel 
pins, 64"(h) x 14"(w) x 14"(d)

photo: gary mulcahey 

PASSAGE (1990)
bass wood, danish oil, 

96"(h) x 42"(w) x 24"(d) 
photo: alex neumann

FAITH (1990-1991)
3/8" medium density board, 

white shellac, pigment, 
water-based varathane, 

9 ft.(h) x 40 ft.(l) x 1 ft.(d)
photo: alex neumann
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TREATY (1995) (detail)
chair #3: does it matter where 
we come from? moral identity; 

black folding chair, fabric, 
embroidered text, 

30"(h) x 18"(w) x 16"(d)
photo: gary mulcahey
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becoming subject matter. Using copper and stainless steel wire fabric for the
female form (Model #1 through Model #5), and for the male form Japanese
paper (Model #6) and stainless-steel wire fabric (Model #7), she creates a
series of torso and lower-body parts. Campbell cuts out the wire fabric 
sections using the paper templates and then hand stitches the sections
together. The joining of the sections form and follow the musculature of the
body, reminding us that the human body is merely matter. In Model #1
through Model #5 the works are open: you can look right inside and through
the bodies, transparent open containers with the surfaces tattooed. Model #3
is filled with intertwined wire, suggesting visceral contents, while Model #5,
which is composed of separated halves of a female torso, contains knitted
wire gloves acting as lungs. These works intimate intense emotion but with
a strong reserve. They beckon us in and then say, “Stop.” Are these self-
portraits Janus-like, or self-reflexive mirrors for the viewer? These works are
calmly subversive of our expectations of such objects, posing questions that
we may or may not have answers for. 

As in previous works Treaty (1995) and Stillness (1996), text and symbol
are essential elements. Delicate, beautiful symbols/images (a skull, a spiral,
a honeycomb, a rose) are found on Model #2, and on the foot of Model #4 the
word “sympathy” is tattooed. Are these symbols of rites of passage? In many
cultures, body art defines and celebrates the transition from childhood to
adulthood, and gives meaning to age and gender. It also honors beauty,
bravery and the acquisition of knowledge. Body art allows people to reinvent
themselves: to rebel, to follow fashion or to experiment with new identities;
to cross boundaries of gender, national identity and cultural stereotypes.

“The shape’s hollowness gives reference to a vessel emptied of its contents, 
or conversely, in readiness to being filled.” — JLC

In Model No. 8 (Extensions No 1.) and Extensions No. 4 (headdress) Campbell
returns to the dressmaker’s form, “a symbolic reconstruction of the body,”
but uses hair as the covering element, creating works that are once again
both beautiful and disquieting. For centuries hair has been used as a locus of
identity: short hair/liberating, long hair/beautiful, hair as a visceral and 
cultural symbol of power and desire. Primitive cultures made extensive use
of hair in their tribal masks as a symbol of power and regeneration. St. Paul
admonished woman to cover their hair/head, as a sign of her submission 
to both god and man (1 Corinthians 11.1). More recently Sinéad O’Connor
shaved her head, rejecting the conventions of femininity and the ideas of 
St. Paul and religion relating to desire, human sexuality and woman’s hair.
Marina Abramovic, in her 1980s performance work Art must be beautiful,
artist must be beautiful, used the brushing of her hair to talk about social
issues and the human psyche. Campbell’s works, though not created in
direct engagement with individual religion or social mores, are chosen to
show ways of seeing social and ethical fields of tension.

Offering at Workscene Gallery (1993) had a suggestion of ritual. In its
second manifestation at The Library & Gallery, Cambridge (1997), where the
wrapped wood was placed on a table, the ritual is complete. In Model No. 8
(Extensions No. 1) and Extensions No. 4 (headdress), a ritualistic and mystical
element has manifested itself powerfully. What is happening off-stage is 
of paramount importance. We have come in as the curtain drops on the 
performance. What is left? We the viewer. We complete the circle, and give
presence to the work.

Model No. 8 (Extensions No.1): 
The horsetails measure about 24 inches in length.
At predetermined locations on the dressmaker’s form, 
several strands of hair were drawn through the fabric using a large needle
and then doubled over and plaited, creating a braid 1 foot in length.
There are approximately 40-50 strands of horsehair in each braid, and 
about 1,200 braids (maybe more) attached to the form. — JLC

Extensions No. 4 (headdress):
There are varying lengths of braided sinew attached to the head form; 
1, 2, 3 and 4 foot lengths. Using a rug hook, I pulled approximate 20 strands
of horsehair through every other intertwine of the plait (braided sinew), 
and then pulled the loose ends of the hair through the loop end 
to secure the hair on the braided sinew.
I have done this throughout the full length of each braid. 
There are 60 braids with white horsehair and 40 braids with black hair 
on the opposite side of the head form. — JLC
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of the work, there is the possibility of self-awareness, of interpretive possi-
bilities and “poetic” autonomy. The four works Passage, Faith, Offering and
Treaty link her investigations of what it is to be human – to think, to reflect,
to imagine.

“The human form in essence has made its passage. What remains 
is an outline or imprint of what one has been, and a confluence of events 
and experiences marked by time to establish a particular history.” — JLC

With Passage (1990), we see the first reference to the body. A freestand-
ing structure, Passage not only symbolizes movement from one space to
another, but is a pivotal moment in Campbell’s work. Passage, Faith and
Offering (1997) are architectural in their formal structures. But the concerns
of Passage, although it’s architectural in structure, are related to the body.
With the Model series Campbell makes a dramatic shift from presenting her
concerns in a minimalist architectural manner to presenting the body as
subject. This shift starts with Modern Model Forms #8 (1998-2001), and 
continues throughout the Model series (2001-2003) and up to her current
Extensions series (2004-2005). Within these works, the relationships
between the image, form and material are situated at a very special distance,
a distance that is outside the body. And yet this distance that the material
and process creates is why the work remains human and open to the creative
engagement of the viewer: an exchange. 

Treaty (1995) is a text-based installation, comprising twenty black folding
chairs with embroidered text on both the chair seats and backs, and is set in
a spiral. Chairs that await us/body await our/body presence; our/body
absence is palpable. 

In Modern Model Forms #8 (1998-2001) one also senses an overwhelm-
ing feeling of absence. This feathered figure is beautiful and yet disquieting,
restricted by its luxurious plumage and held captive by its beauty. As in 
previous works, ambiguity and openness are combined. And this work, 
having disrupted established or expected conventions of expression, leads 
to a greater number of interpretive possibilities. Do we read this work as 
a social statement about the use of clothing to suppress women; a 21st-
century Victorian corset; clothing as a means of conferring statuses; a broad
statement about power and money? Or do we ask who is the she; the 
clothing is there but where is the essence, silenced? 

Maxim (2002) is also made silent by its plumage, spitting out or taking
in a mouthful of feathers. It and Modern Model Forms #8 draw you toward
them and yet at the same time repel you. Time and again Campbell uses
beauty and process to draw you in to capture your attention, and then
makes you question and reflect on what you see, to be an active rather than
a passive observer.

“The words ‘Modern Model Forms’ suggest an all-inclusive totality. 
It is a winged totality that invites the viewer, as a medium of
perception/sensation, to interpret how the subject insinuates itself 
in the work/issue of the imagination.” — JLC

The body takes on multiple meanings and
ambivalence in the Model series (2001-2003).
This series becomes inexplicably hermetic in
content, and by process and use of materials
more open. In this series Campbell employs her
own body and that of her partner, Ric Amis, 
to create the initial paper body moulds and
templates for the Model series, their bodies

MODEL #1 (2001)
stainless-steel wire fabric 

(150 mesh/.0026 wire diameter), 
34-gauge stainless steel wire, 
20-gauge steel wire, 42.5"(h) x
15"(w) x 12"(d); stainless-steel

floor stand, 31"(h)
photo: gary mulcahey

MAXIM (2002)
maple wood, found feathers, 

12"(h) x 6"(w) x 27"(d); 
wall mounted steel plate, 

6"(h) x 9"(w) x 12"(d)
photo: gary mulcahey

MODEL #5 (2002)
copper wire fabric (100 mesh/

.0045 wire diameter), 34-gauge 
copper wire, 34-gauge brass 

wire, 35"(h) x 24"(w) x 15"(d); 
flexible metal wall mount 19"(h)

photo: gary mulcahey

EXTENSIONS NO. 4 
(HEADDRESS) (2005) 

horsehair, artificial sinew, 
leather crimps, brass, 

72"(h) x 15"(w) x 39"(d)
photo: ric amis

OFFERING (1997)
20-ft. wooden table, found tree

branches and roots, 24-gauge 
brass wire, four wooden benches
with laser-cut text: north bench,

call forth; east bench, accept;
south bench, honour; west 

bench, redeem (installation)
photo: gary mulcahey

EXTENSIONS NO. 2 (2004)
knitted artificial sinew,

29"(l) x 6"(w), flexible steel
wall mounts

photo: piitz/nazar art services

MODEL #7 (2003)
stainless-steel wire fabric (200

mesh/.0021 wire diameter), 
34-gauge stainless steel wire,

20-gauge steel wire, 14"(h) x
33"(w) x 50"(l); steel base with

casters, 4"(h) x 22.5"(w) x 36"(l); 
110 found feathers, acrylic 

paint (iridescent stainless steel
fine: iron, chromium, nickel);

braided 34-gauge stainless 
steel wire (18 strands)

photo: gary mulcahey
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